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Key Question
What uses can you find for bones, stones, antlers and horns?
•

Would using a bird bone be the same as using a seal bone?
Search the display cases and try to find out!
Bird Bones were used for _ _________________________________
Seal Bones were used for __________________________________

•

Find the display of ‘spear and arrow points’ found in BC.
They are sorted by different time periods. What trend do you notice as time goes by?
______________________________________________________________________________________

•

Horns, antlers, stones and bones were used for many different purposes by
BC communities in the past. Find, draw and label objects for these 3 tasks:

a tool for woodworking

an object to be worn

a tool for hunting
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Facts

What’s a
Whatzit?
Find out what a
“whatzit” is in the ‘body
adornment’ display case! If
you had to rename them,
what would they be
called?

Farther! Better! Faster!
Look around the wall for an Atlal, or
throwing board. This was an ingenious
tool that allowed a hunter to throw
farther, stronger, and with better aim!
Have you used anything like this?
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